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Blue Gold Green Orange 
Color Personality





Blue

• I need to feel unique and authentic 
• Enthusiastic, Sympathetic, Personal 
• I look for meaning and significance in life 
• Warm, Communicative, Compassionate 
• I need to contribute, to encourage, and to care 
• Idealistic, Spiritual, Sincere 
• I value integrity and unity in relationships 
• Peaceful, Flexible, Imaginative 
• I am a natural romantic, a poet, a nurturer 



Blue

• At work… 
• have a strong desire to influence others so they may lead more 

significant lives. 
• often work in the arts, communication, education, and helping 

professions. 
• adept at motivating and interacting with others. 



Blue

• Leadership Style… 
• Expects others to express views 
• Assumes “family spirit” 
• Works to develop others’ potential 
• Individuals oriented 
• Democratic, unstructured approach 
• Encourages change VIA human potential 
• Change time allows for sense of security 
• Expects people to develop their potential 



Blue

• Symptoms of a Bad day… 
• Attention-getting misbehaving 
• Lying to save face 
• Withdrawal 
• Fantasy, day-dreaming, and going into a trance 
• Crying and depression 
• Passive resistance 
• Yelling and screaming 



Gold

• GOLD 
• I need to follow rules and respect authority 
• Loyal, Dependable, Prepared 
• I have a strong sense of what is right and wrong in life 
• Thorough, Sensible, Punctual 
• I need to be useful and belong 
• Faithful, Stable, Organized 
• I value home, family, and tradition 
• Caring, Concerned, Concrete 
• I am a natural preserver, a parent, a helper 



Gold

• At work… 
• provide stability and can maintain organization. 
• my ability to handle details and to work hard makes me the backbone 

of many organizations. 
• believe that work comes before play, even if I must work overtime to 

complete the task. 



Gold

• Leadership Style… 
• Expects punctuality, order, loyalty 
• Assumes “right” way to do things 
• Seldom questions tradition 
• Rules oriented 
• Detailed/thorough approach - threatened by change 
• Prolonged time to initiate any change 
• Expects people to “play” their roles 



Gold

• Symptoms of a Bad day… 
• Complaining and self-pity 
• Anxiety and worry 
• Depression and fatigue 
• Psychosomatic problems 
• Malicious judgments about yourself or others 
• Herd mentality exhibited in blind following of leaders 
• Authoritarianism and phobic reactions 



Green

• I seek knowledge and understanding 
• Analytical, Global, Conceptual 
• I live by my own standards 
• Cool, Calm, Collected 
• I need explanation and answers 
• Inventive, Logical, Perfectionist 
• I value intelligence, insight, fairness, and justice 
• Abstract, Hypothetical, Investigative 
• I am a natural non-conformist, a visionary, a problem solver 



Green

• At work… 
• I am conceptual and an independent thinker. For me, work is play. 
• I am drawn to constant challenge in careers, and like to develop 

models, explore ideas, or build systems to satisfy my need to deal 
with innovation. 

• Once I have perfected an idea, I prefer to move on, leaving the project 
to be maintained and supported by others. 



Green

• Leadership Style… 
• Expects intelligence and competence 
• Assumes task relevancy 
• Seeks ways to improve systems 
• Visionary 
• Analytical 
• Encourages change for improvement 
• Constantly “in process” of change 
• Expects people to follow through 



Green

• Symptoms of a Bad day… 
• Indecisiveness 
• Refusal to comply or cooperate; the silent treatment 
• Extreme aloofness and withdrawal 
• Snobbish, put-down remarks, and sarcasm 
• Perfectionism due to severe performance anxiety 
• Highly critical attitudes toward yourself or others 



Orange

• I act on a moment's notice 
• Witty, Charming, Spontaneous 
• I consider life a game, here and now 
• Impulsive, Generous, Impactful 
• I need fun, variety, stimulation, and excitement 
• Optimistic, Eager, Bold 
• I value skill, resourcefulness, and courage 
• Physical, Immediate, Fraternal 
• I am a natural trouble shooter, a performer, a competitor 



Orange 

• At work… 
• I am bored and restless with jobs that are routine and structured. 
• I am satisfied in careers that allow me independence and freedom, 

while utilizing my physical coordination and my love of tools. 
• I view any kind of tool as an extension of myself. 
• I am a natural performer. 



Orange 

• Leadership Style… 
• Expects quick action 
• Works in the here and now 
• Performance oriented 
• Flexible approach 
• Welcomes change 
• Expects people to “make it fun” 



Orange 

• Symptoms of a Bad day… 
• Rudeness and defiance 
• Breaking the rules intentionally 
• Running away and dropping out 
• Use of stimulants 
• Acting out boisterously 
• Lying and cheating 
• Physical aggressiveness 



Ray L, Holahan L. “Educational and Clinical Models of Service Delivery.” UNC 
Department of Allied Health Sciences. Available at: https://www.med.unc.edu/ahs/ocsci/nc-
school-based-ot/documents/iep-intervention-supports/Medicalandeducmodels.doc/view. 
Accessed: March 24, 2017.  
 

https://www.med.unc.edu/ahs/ocsci/nc-school-based-ot/documents/iep-intervention-supports/Medicalandeducmodels.doc/view
https://www.med.unc.edu/ahs/ocsci/nc-school-based-ot/documents/iep-intervention-supports/Medicalandeducmodels.doc/view
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Parent Form: Gathering Data for IEP Development 

Date__________ 

Hello_________,  

We are in the IEP development process for _______________.  I am gathering data on the his/her 

strengths, emerging skills, and current challenges regarding school based gross motor/functional tasks 

that impact __________’s ability to access the school environment and curriculum. To plan and draft 

this document, I am seeking parent and student input. Please complete the attached form and/or feel 

free to set up a time for a phone call or meeting with me.  

Thank you in advance for your time and assistance,  

___Name PT___________________  

 

----    ------    -----   -----   ----- ----    ------    -----   -----   -----     ----    ------    -----   -----   -----    ----    ------    -----   

Parent Name__________________________________      Date:_______________ 

Student Name:___________________________    Grade:________ Homeroom Teacher:_____________ 

In regards to school based gross motor/functional tasks that impact __________’s ability to access the 
school environment and curriculum, please provide feedback on the following: 

 

Strengths:_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Emerging Skills: ________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Challenges (current and foreseen for next school year):________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

What do you wish for your child to accomplish in the next year? ________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

What would you like to see your child accomplish over the next one to three years?_________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Thank you for your time! Please return this form to me via _______  by: Date                     NAME   PT  
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School Staff Form: Gathering Data for IEP Development 

Date__________ 

Hello_________,  

We are in the IEP development process for _______________.  I am gathering data on the student’s 
strengths, emerging skills, and current challenges regarding school based gross motor/functional tasks 

that impact __________’s ability to access the school environment and curriculum. Can you provide me 

with feedback on __________ when he/she is with you? Please complete the attached form and/or feel 

free to set up a time to meet with me.  

Thank you in advance for your time and assistance,  

___Name PT__________________  

 

----    ------    -----   -----   ----- ----    ------    -----   -----   -----     ----    ------    -----   -----   -----    ----    ------    -----   

School Staff Name__________________________________      Date:_______________ 

Student Name:___________________________    Grade:________ Homeroom Teacher:_____________ 

 

In regards to school based gross motor/functional tasks that impact __________’s ability to access the 
school environment and curriculum when he/she is with you, please provide feedback on the following: 

Strengths:_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________  

 

Emerging Skills: ________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Challenges (current and foreseen for next school year):________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Thank you for your time! Please return this form to me via _______  by: Date                     NAME   PT  



http://blog.weareresourcecentral.com/managing-the-generational-collision/

Understanding 
generational 
differences 

• Communication 
styles

• Meeting styles 

• Workplace 
characteristcs



http://headtale.com/2016/09/13/generational-differences-chart/



http://blueprintforaging.org/intergenerational-workforce/



http://blueprintforaging.org/intergenerational-workforce/



http://www.fdu.edu/newspubs/magazine/05ws/generations.htm



http://www.fdu.edu/newspubs/magazine/05ws/generations.htm
http://renovateconference.org/generational-differences-church

http://www.fdu.edu/newspubs/magazine/05ws/generations.htm
http://renovateconference.org/generational-differences-church


DEFINING WORK CHARACTERISTICS
http://www.apa.org/monitor/jun05/stereotypes.aspx

Traditionalists
(1925 to 1945)

Baby boomers
(1946 to 1960)

Generation X
(1961 to 1980)

Millennials
(1981 to present)

• Practical • Optimistic • Skeptical • Hopeful

• Patient, loyal and 
hardworking

• Teamwork and 
cooperation

• Self-reliant • Meaningful work

• Respectful of 
authority

• Ambitious • Risk-taking • Diversity and change 
valued

• Rule followers • Workaholic • Balances work and 
personal life

• Technology savvy



http://www.industrytap.com/technological-change-defines-ethos-device-preferences-generation/34504



Guidance for Use of Group Intervention 

Guidance for Use of Group Intervention. UNC Department of Allied Health Sciences. Available at: 
https://www.med.unc.edu/ahs/ocsci/nc-school-based-ot/documents/iep-intervention-

supports/Guidance%20for%20use%20of%20Group%20Intervention.doc/view. Accessed: March 24, 2017.  
 
Least Restrictive Environment:  School based OTs and PTs use a variety of service delivery models. i.e.:  

Direct one-on-one student (1:1) intervention 

 group intervention, 

consultation 

 training with adults in the child’s environment 

activity/environmental adaptations and modifications 

 

 IDEA mandates that related services must support the student's IEP by addressing necessary skills in the 

least restrictive environment, i.e. in the general education curriculum to the maximum extent possible 

 

Models of service delivery used with students are selected through collaboration with other members 

of the individualized education program (IEP) team.    

-Teams should prioritize improving a student's performance in the school environment versus  

discrete skills training or on how a student performs in a therapy room.  

-Thus the therapist can ensure that intervention is relevant to the school setting, and other 

education professionals can help generalize student's learning throughout all school activities. 

 -Recommended practice emphasizes using a flexible combination of service delivery models, 

which may combine the frequency and intensity of different options based on student need. 

 
Need Drives Service Type 
Group service delivery is used in schools when the students involved benefit from the intervention with 

other students present.   

 

Examples of how some students might benefit from group service include, but are not limited to: 

-the child is a strong visual learner  & demonstrates ability/emerging ability to use peers as models 

-the child is working on skills requiring the presence of peers, e.g. social skills, coping/self-monitoring 

skills, following classroom and campus rules and routines, play skills, communication 

-the child needs greater access to Standard Course of Study 

-the child demonstrates limited ability to transfer learned skills/concepts across settings 

-the classroom staff needs training in how to engage students in group instruction 

 

References:  
Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004, Pub. L. 108-446, 20 U.S.C. § 1400 et seq.  

OT Practice (Sept, 2002). School-Based Practice Moving Beyond 1:1 Service Delivery.  Edited by Yvonne Swinth and Barbara Hanft.  

Policies Governing Services for Children with Disabilities, 2007.  North Carolina Department of Public Instruction. 
 

https://www.med.unc.edu/ahs/ocsci/nc-school-based-ot/documents/iep-intervention-supports/Guidance%20for%20use%20of%20Group%20Intervention.doc/view
https://www.med.unc.edu/ahs/ocsci/nc-school-based-ot/documents/iep-intervention-supports/Guidance%20for%20use%20of%20Group%20Intervention.doc/view


1. So that children learn the skills 
they need in the places they 
will use them. 

2. So that children have in-
creased practice opportunities.  

3. So that childrenís social rela-
tionships are fostered. 

4. So that a child does not miss 
out on any classroom activi-
ties. 

5. So that teachers can see 
what therapists do to help 
kids and expand their 
skills. 

6. So that therapists can see 
whether or not the strate-
gies they develop are feasi-
ble. 

7. So that teachers and thera-
pists focus on skills that 
will be immediately useful 

for a child. 

8. So that therapists can work 
with teachers to address 
problems as they arise. 

9. So that assessment can be 
done across a variety of 
routines.  

10. Because itís the right thing 
to do!   

Ten Really Good Reasons Why Therapies Should Be Integrated 

Therapy Ainít Tennis Lessons  
Itís funny to think about how 
therapy has been provided 
much like tennis lessons in the 
pastñ a student works with a 
professional for an hour each 
week on specific skills.  The 
hour of instruction is up to the 
professional, but practice be-
tween lessons is the studentís 
responsibility. Tennis lessons 
alone will not make someone a 
better player, itís the practice 
between the lessons that 
makes a difference.  

When it comes to therapy, a 
child with special needs proba-
bly will not be able to generalize 
the skills he works on with a 
specialist during therapy time to 
other times and places where 
he or she needs the skills. Spe-
cialists need to plan for a child 

to have opportunities to prac-
tice skills outside of therapy 
time in order for the child to 
make efficient progress. Here 
are 3 things specialists can do 
to ensure that children have 
ample practice opportunities: 

1. Use routines-based as-
sessment to identify func-
tional skills. 

Find out what the child needs to 
learn to be successful in their 
daily routines and make those 
skills  the goals. Many times, 
specialists focus on prerequi-
site skills, or things that are not 
directly related to what a child  
does everyday. That definitely 
makes it much harder to iden-
tify times when the child can 
practice outside of therapy ses-

sions.  

2. Incorporate consultation  
into therapy time. 

Talk with other adults who 
spend time with the child (i.e., 
teachers and family members) 
before, while, or after you work 
with the child. It is important for 
teachers to know what the spe-
cialists are working on with the 
child so they can address those 
things outside of therapy time. 
It is also important for special-
ists to get feedback from the 
childís teacherson their sugges-
tions. If a specialistís sugges-
tions are not practical or are 
irrelevant, they are likely to be 
disregarded. 

(Continued on page 5) 

R. A. McWilliam 
Stacy Scott 

November 2001 

Individualizing Inclusion in 
Child Care Integrating Therapy into the 

Classroom 

Findings from research: 
• Over time, families who were given 

a choice between in-class and out-
of-class models of service delivery 
(therapy) preferred in-class models. 

• Across disciplines, therapists be-
lieve therapies ideally would be 
provided in a more integrated man-
ner than they typically are. 

• When therapy is provided in the 
classroom, teachers and specialists 
consult with each other four times 
as much as they do when therapy is 
provided out of class. 

• Across disciplines, children general-
ize more following in-class than out-
of-class therapy. 

Inside this issue: 

What is Your Consultative Style? 2 

The Continuum of Service Delivery 
Models 
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Integrating Special Education 3 

Integrating Occupational Therapy 3 

Integrating Speech/Language 
Pathology 

4 

Integrating Physical Therapy 4 

Talking With Families About 
 Integrated Therapy 

5 

A Teacherís Perspective 6 



A critical component of inte-
grated therapy is consultation, 
or the communication between  
adults about a child they work 
with.  There are basically two 
types of consultative styles 
among professionals: expert 
and collaborative. 

The ìexpertî style of consulta-
tion involves the specialist inde-
pendently (a) assessing a child 
to identify needs, (b) recom-

mending strategies or solutions 
to others, and (c) evaluating 
whether needs have been met. 

The ìcollaborativeî model of 
consultation involves the spe-
cialist, teacher, and family iden-
tifying needs, developing solu-
tions, and evaluating progress 
together.  

As you probably guessed, col-
laborative consultation lends 
itself to integrated therapy. It 

would be very difficult for a spe-
cialist to identify functional 
goals for a child and feasible 
strategies for a teacher to im-
plement without ever getting 
input from the teacher. Even 
when a specialist works with a 
child outside of the classroom, 
collaborative consultation 
makes it possible for interven-
tions to be integrated into the 
classroom. 

What is Your Consultative Style? 

This continuum serves as a tool for professionals who want to provide more integrated services to chil-
dren. A therapist can identify the model typically used with a child and move up the continuum. The 
individual during routine model is a good goal for professionals. It enables assessment in context, 
skills being taught in context, opportunities for demonstration and trying out new strategies, and peer 
involvement. 

 

The Continuum of Service Delivery Models 
Although therapy that is provided in-class may be considered integrated, location is just one of several 
factors that determines the ìintegratednessî of therapy. Other dimensions of therapy include (a) pres-
ence of peers, (b) context of intervention, (c) initiation, (d) functionality of skills, and (e) consultation. 
Manipulation of these variables determines how segregated or integrated the therapy is. 

Segregated 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Integrated 
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Model Location Therapy Focus Peers Context Initiator 

Individual  
Pull-Out 

Away from the 
regular class 

Directly on child 
 functioning 

Not present Different from 
the rest of the 

class 

Specialist 

Small Group Pull-
Out 

Away from the 
regular class 

Directly on functioning 
by child(ren)  with  

special needs 

One to six 
peers present 

Different from 
the rest of the 

class 

Specialist 

One-on-One in 
Classroom 

In the classroom, 
but away from 
the rest of the 

class 

Directly on child  
functioning 

Not involved in 
therapy 

Different form 
the rest of the 

class 

Specialist 

Group Activity In the classroom, 
small or large 

group 

On alll children in group 
an on peer interactions, 
emphasis on meeting 

special needs of children 

All or some of 
peers present 

Within the 
context of the 

class 

Specialist 

Individual During 
Routine 

In the classroom, 
wherever the 
focal child is 

Directly but not exclu-
sively on the focal child 

Usually present Within the 
context of the 

class 

Child 

Consultation In or out of the 
classroom 

Teacher, as related to 
the needs of the child; 
can vary from expert to  

collaborative style 

Present, if oc-
curring in class 

May occur 
within or out-
side of  the 

context of the 
class 

Teacher or 
specialist 

Adapted from McWilliam, R. A. (1995). Integration of therapy and consultative special education: A continuum in 
early intervention. Infants and Young Children, 7(4), 29-38. 



By Sarah Hurwitz  

I love to take advantage of the 
great teaching moments that 
occur in the integrated class-
room.  There are so many times 
when a child with special needs 
can be motivated to learn new 
things by their desire to copy/
interact with peers or by their 
interest in a classroom activity 
or toy.  I generally use activities 
that the child is interested in 
and structure my intervention 
activity around them.  For exam-
ple, if a child is interested in 
trucks, use the ladder of a fire 
truck and a toy firefighter for 
teaching ìupî and ìdownî or if 
a child loves painting, have the 
child request the color that he 
wants next therefore incorporat-
ing requesting and learning col-
ors in one activity.  I use class-
room routines as an opportunity 
to work on specific goals in a 
directed way. 

                By spending time in 
the classroom playing with and 
observing a target child, areas 
of need become obvious.  For 
example, perhaps a teacher is 
encouraging a child with special 
needs to participate in circle-
time dancing activities.  She 
may be doing a good job using 
hand over hand assistance to 
help him with the body motions 
that accompany the song, but 
the child does not seem to me 
to be able to follow along inde-
pendently.  I would likely dis-
cuss my impressions with the 
teacher, see if she concurs and 
then think of some ways to 
work on the skill.  

If we agree that this is 
an area that the child needs 
help, during free play I might 
bring over a couple of other 
children and play a basic imita-
tion game (e.g. Simon Says or 
Follow the Leader).  Once the 
child grasps the idea of imitat-

ing an adultís actions, I would 
let one of the other children 
lead the activity.  I would 
prompt the child as needed and 
play the game in a small group 
until the child seemed to really 
understand what to do.   

The teacher(s), who 
will have been watching what I 
am doing as they work with 
other children, are able to see 
me go through the steps so that 
they can do them too.  They are 
key to carrying over the inter-
vention that we have been dis-
cussing.  The teachers practice 
the new skill with the child 
throughout the week so that 
acquisition can come more 
quickly.  This is a process in 
which the teachers and I update 
one another on progress and 
eliminate what we do not like 
and try new ideas which might 
work better.   

Once the child seems 
able to imitate during free play 

Integrating Special Education 

Also, when I work within class-
room contexts, I can use peer 
supports and models, which 
can increase the child's motiva-
tion significantly.  For instance, 
intervention focused on helping 
a child be more independent in 
dressing can be designed 
around activities such as dress-
up, putting on a jacket or 
sweater to go outside, putting 
on a smock for painting, pulling 
pants up and down at diaper 
changes or toileting routines, 
undressing/dressing for water 
play days, taking shoes off/on 
before and after naptime, etc.  I 
can also plan with the teacher 
how to use group games and 
other classroom activities to 
support our dressing goals.  
This planning with teachers is 
important.  I need to hear their 
perspectives, comments and 
questions, offer ideas and 

strategies, and collaborate 
about how to implement the 
strategies we decide to try. 
Scheduling regular times to 
meet with teachers to review 
goals and intervention strate-
gies, as well as talking with 
them while I am implementing 
the strategies myself, are two 
key means by which I am able 
to communicate with teachers.  
 
Working within classroom rou-
tines supports my intervention 
by allowing me to have a realis-
tic perspective of the contexts 
in which the child is performing, 
giving me more opportunities to 
consult with teachers, increas-
ing the chances of repetition 
and practice, and providing ex-
tra sources of motivation for the 
child to participate in whatever 
play and self-care routines have 
been identified. 

Integrating  Occupational Therapy 

By Linn Wakeford, M.S., OTR/L 

As an occupational therapist 
working with young children, I 
am concerned about their en-
gagement in the childhood oc-
cupations of play and self-care.  
Regular classroom routines 
support these occupations con-
sistently.  That makes it easy to 
work within those routines to 
enhance skill development 
when appropriate, and offer 
adaptations or modifications 
that enhance the child's per-
formance.  
By assisting the child initially in 
their classroom routines, I be-
come aware of the process and 
environment in which they are 
really trying to perform.  That 
makes is easier for me to talk 
with teachers about strategies 
that are reasonable and effec-
tive for carryover of the inter-
vention.   
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ìBy assisting the child 
initially in their 

classroom routines, I 
become aware of the 

process and 
environment in which 

they are really trying to 
performî 

activities, the teacher could 
make a large group circle time 
activity where the same games 
are repeated with the whole 
class.  I might assist the 
teacher on these days if she 
feels like it will be helpful.  Fi-
nally we would set the games to 
music and remind the child to 
follow along with the actions of 
the teachers and other children 
in the class, thus returning to 
the situation that first sparked 
the need for this intervention, 
circle-time dance movements.  
The teachers and I can help 
children learn all kinds of new 
activities in this way: first by 
identifying a need, breaking the 
skill down into itís component 
parts, teaching each step until 
we have reached the final one 
that addresses the original goal.  



 By Kathy Davis, M.A., ccc-sp 

As a speech Language patholo-
gist who works with young chil-
dren, I love nothing better than 
joining a young child in play to 
engage in interaction. I love the 
challenge of turning a childís 
interests in play into goal 
achieving communication inter-
actions. With the right timing, 
prompts, and motivation, the 
child tries new behaviors or 
uses established behaviors 
more often than usual. I feel 
successful because the child 
has been successful, at least 
for that brief moment in time. 
Maybe the child has learned 
something he or she can use at 
another time. 

 But, what we actually know 
about learning is that in order to 
really learn and change, chil-
dren need intervention around 

the clock in a variety of daily 
routines, in a variety of settings, 
with a variety of people who are 
important to them. So, in order 
to actually be successful, I have 
to talk with the childís teacher 
about my interactions. Here is 
why.  

 I need to know about the 
childís needs and successes in 
everyday settings, what and 
who the child likes, and what 
and who the other children in 
the classroom like. In what rou-
tines of the day does the child 
need the most communication 
skills to participate? 

 I need to share with the 
teacher the contexts and strate-
gies that have been successful. 
I need to brainstorm with the 
teacher about other strategies 
that might work for other con-
texts and about the adaptations 

that might be needed.  

I need to support the teacher 
with materials that will facilitate 
intervention in the classroom. I 
need to use materials that work 
in the classroom context. I need 
to support the teachers to de-
velop their own strategies and 
interventions. I need to hear 
what is working in the day to 
day environment from the 
teachers and parents.  

When those things and more 
are done, then the child will 
have the most chance of learn-
ing and being successful every 
day, all day.   

also modeling activities for the 
teacher to continue during the 
week. In this way, the child is 
practicing the skills he or she 
needs both with the materials 
regularly in the classroom or on 
the playground and during the 
routines in which they generally 
occur.  

During team planning, or when-
ever I am in the classroom and 
the teacher has a moment, the 
teacher and I can discuss add-
ing materials or activities to 
optimize the opportunities to 
embed interventions. For exam-
ple, the teacher of the toddlers 
and I might decide to make rid-
ing toys available in the hallway 
for increased practice time for 
the targeted child, or the 

By Margie Muenzer, M.S., PT 

This model for physical therapy 
(a model that coordinates treat-
ment strategies with classroom 
routines) requires flexibility in 
scheduling as well as collabora-
tion with the teacher to learn 
when specific activities will be 
taking place. Once I know the 
classroom schedule, I can plan 
to be available on the play-
ground to work with a child on 
gross motor play skills or 
choose instead to join a child in 
the classroom.  

For example, I may join a child 
during circle time to facilitate 
sitting balance or join free play 
to work on pulling to a stand at 
the toy shelves in the class-
room. During these times, I am 

teacher and I might come up 
with some new songs that en-
courage jumping to add to that 
weekís music time. 

I often need to make physical 
adaptations to the classroom or 
playground equipment for a 
child with limited motor control, 
so that he or she can partici-
pate successfully in the same 
routines as his or her class-
mates. The classroom teacher 
often helps me determine 
where additional adaptations 
would be most helpful.  

This integrated approach to 
physical therapy helps focus my 
attention on increasing each 
childís level of independence, 
engagement, and social play in 
the preschool setting.   

Integrating Speech/Language Pathology 

Integrating Physical Therapy 
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(Continued from page 1) 
3. Provide therapy in the 
classroom.  

Studies have shown that teach-
ers and specialists consult with 
one another four times more 
when specialists work with chil-

dren in class versus outñof-
class. Teachers are able to see 
what the specialist does with a 
child and specialists have the 
opportunity to assess children 
in context and to address situa-
tions when and where they 
arise.  

By identifying functional skills, 
talking with other caregivers, 
and being in the classroom, 
specialists can ensure that 
meaningful intervention occurs 
between therapy sessions.  

the professional asks is ìWhen 
is communication a problem for 
Anne?î This ties the concern to 
daily routines or specific times 
of the day when the child needs 
the skill.  

3. Tell the family that when 
therapy is integrated their 
child has the opportunity to 
learn skills when and 
where the skills are 
needed. 

Back to the previous example, 
the parents might say that com-
munication is especially a prob-
lem for Anne at mealtimes be-
cause she canít tell them what 
she wants. The best time to 
work on communication then 
would be at mealtimes, not in a 
therapy room. When children 
learn a task in one situation or 
setting (therapy room) the child 
has the extra task of transfer-
ring that skill to other situations 
(home and classroom). Therapy 
is most effective when provided 
in context. 

4. ìDo the mathî with the 
family. 

1. Ask the family about previ-
ous experiences. 

When talking with families 
about how therapies will be pro-
vided, it is important for profes-
sionals to first understand the 
families past experiences and 
concerns with the provision of 
therapy. Families who are used 
to therapy being provided in an 
isolated manner are likely to be 
skeptical of integrated ap-
proaches. 

2. Ask the family what they 
want their child to get out 
of therapy. 

Sometimes families are caught 
up in the mindset that more 
therapy is better and donít 
really focus on a specific goal or 
purpose for the therapy, or how 
the therapy is going to improve 
daily life. By asking this ques-
tion, professionals can help the 
family focus on the goal, not the 
therapy. For example, a family 
may want their child, Anne, to 
receive regular speech therapy 
so that she child can communi-
cate better. The next question  

By integrating therapy into the 
classroom, Anneís teacher can 
see how the therapist works 
with Anne and implement those 
same strategies into the rest of 
the week when the therapist is 
not present. Letís say Anne re-
ceives 60 minutes of speech 
therapy a week. If the teacher is 
able to work with Anne on com-
municating her wants for 10 
minutes out of every hour, and 
Anne is at daycare for 8 hours a 
day, five days a week (10 x 8 x 
5), then Anne is actually getting 
an additional 400 minutes each 
week of intervention.  

5. Inform the family about the 
models of service delivery. 

Use the continuum (page 4) to 
show the family the range of 
options they have. Discuss the 
pros and cons of each model so 
that parents can make an in-
formed decision about how ser-
vices are provided. Whatever 
decision the family makes, it is 
important for professionals to 
honor that decision: this is their 
child. 

Therapy Ainít Tennis Lessons, cont. 

Talking with Families About Integrated Therapy 
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geted skills and to develop 

strategies to implement in the 

classroom. During these meet-

ings, I feel it is important for all 

team members to be involved 

especially classroom assistants. 

All members of a collaborative 

team offer different perspec-

tives and contribute to the de-

velopment of strategies that will 

benefit the child, family, and 

classroom teachers. 

Therapists coming into the 

classroom should follow the 

lead of the individual children 

and the class as a whole. If the 

goals are functional and at-

tached to routines, any activity 

or toy in the classroom can be 

used to address specific devel-

opmental skills. Therapists 

coming into the classroom  

have ideas or plans for meeting 

the childrensí IFSP or IEP goals, 

By Sherri Marlette 

Communication between teach-

ers and therapists is a signifi-

cant factor when using an inte-

grated therapy model. In my 

classroom, all the teachers are 

ìtherapists.î We are with the 

children on a daily basis and 

must learn and develop strate-

gies to address the childís goals 

throughout the routines of the 

day.  

The classroom environment 

should provide children with 

opportunities to accomplish 

specific skills in the absence of 

therapists. In order for this to 

occur, teachers and therapists 

must have an effective working 

relationship that is collabora-

tive. The teachers in my class-

room meet with therapists regu-

larly as a team to discuss tar-

but part of their responsibility is 

to be flexible and support the 

teachers as they work to in-

clude children in the classroom. 

I have a good working relation-

ship with our therapists and feel 

that I can approach them at any 

time and they will do what is 

possible to help. This could in-

clude observing in the class-

room to collect a language sam-

ple to joining us on a field trip to 

the library. 

When therapists come in to 

work with the children, I want to 

know that they are there to help 

support the assistants and I in 

doing our job. I see the thera-

pists as an important addition 

to our classroom. In our class-

room, one might see a therapist  

modeling specific strategies, 

gathering materials to imple-

ment a new play scenario, or 

A Teacherís Perspective 
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simply joining us at play. They 

come in and interact with all the 

children, not just those with 

special needs. By integrating 

therapies into the classroom,  

therapists have opportunities to 

discuss specific needs, develop 

a perspective of a child, and 

work with the teachers in the 

context of the classroom; and 

teachers have opportunities to 

learn how to better meet the 

needs of children with disabili-

ties. 

 



MBTI Charts 



https://www.juliamolloy.com/2016/04/personality-test-meets-interior-design-firm/



https://www.tutorialspoint.com/individual_and_group_behavior/myers_briggs_types_indicator.htm
http://www.healthyfoodelements.com/find-true-love-according-myers-briggs-personality-type/

https://www.tutorialspoint.com/individual_and_group_behavior/myers_briggs_types_indicator.htm


http://library.austintexas.gov/blog-entry/your-myers-briggs-personality-test-results-will-blow-your-mind-339906



https://marcslavin01.wordpress.com/2015/12/22/the-uses-of-the-myers-briggs-test-in-the-workplace/



10 Myers-Briggs Type Charts: Pop Culture Characters
http://mentalfloss.com/article/65218/10-myers-briggs-type-charts-pop-
culture-characters
• Game of Thrones                                          My Little Pony
• Lord of the Rings                                           The Walking Dead
• Harry Potter                                                    Disney Princesses
• Grey’s Anatomy                                              Marvel Comics
• Star Wars                                                          Star Trek

• **Search for yourself: A large variety of charts are out there from 
movies, TV shows, cartoons, comics, movie villains, Presidents, etc

http://mentalfloss.com/article/65218/10-myers-briggs-type-charts-pop-culture-characters
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Red Yellow Green Blue Color Personality 

RED YELLOW 
 

• Task and result oriented, likes 
recognition, likes to be on the move, 
doesn’t like to be late, enjoys individual 
sports (golf, tennis, track, piano, 
individual dance, etc.)  

• Likes expensive showy things, generally 
honest, but their moral compass might 
deviate during a competitive showdown. 

• Red personality types tend to make good 
leaders. 

• They love leadership roles and enjoy 
“managing” people (sometime perceived 
as bossy or having big egos).  

• First to speak and often.  
• They like to leader of the pack. 
• If they had to put a swing set together: 

would pay somebody to do it for them 
• Car choice: flashy 

 

 
• People oriented, expressive, friendly, 

loves to talk, extravagant, optimistic, 
enjoys team sports (volley ball, baseball, 
football, basketball, drill team, cheer 
team, etc.). 

• Yellow personality types are the glue that 
holds groups together.  

• They are generally outgoing and fun 
loving.  

• The talkers.  
• They like to run in packs. 
• Car of choice: one that’s big enough to 

hold everything 
• If they had to put a swing set together: 

would invite their friends over to build 
and barbeque 

 

GREEN BLUE 
 

• Detail oriented, precise, controlled, likes 
to do things right the first time, likes to 
complete jobs, tends to be thrifty. 

• Green personality types like order.  
• They generally have neat work spaces.   
• They are often perceived as “neatfreaks”. 
• They make wonderful treasurers, 

secretaries, or committee chairs in clubs.  
• They will keep your group organized. 
• Likes to keep the pack on the trail. 
• Car of choice: hybrid vehicle (energy 

efficient) 
• If they had to put a swing set together: 

would pull out the directions, carefully 
count and arrange the parts, then 
systematically build the swing set 

 

 
• Creative, freethinking, sincere, loyal, 

caring, perceptive, understanding, open‐
minded, oftentimes enjoys nature, many 
like the arts. 

• Blue personality types are often 
perceived as quiet, sometimes shy 
individuals.  

• Oftentimes they may be loners or have 
one or two other “blue” friends.  

• They are very innovative, idea people.  
• They tend to be quiet in a group and 

should be called upon to share their 
ideas.  

• Blues don’t usually run with the pack. 
• Car of choice: jeep, recreational vehicle, 

unusual car (off road adventures) 
• If they had to put a swing set together: 

would design their own swing set 
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